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MR. RICK A. ROEDER: I'm with the San Diego office of the consultingfirm of
Gabriel, Roeder, Smith and Company. This sessionis going to be very interestingin
several different ways. I'm not sure we would have had this sessionat a Society of
Actuaries meeting 10 or 15 years ago. We have two extremely knowledgeable
speakers,neither of whom are actuaries. So we'll all benefit from the perspect'_e of
other areasof professionalexpertise. There are severalreasons I think this session
might not have been as prominent 10 or 15 yearsago. First, the size of pension
funds has grown immeasurablyover the last 10 or 15 years. W'_h a personalsavings
rate in the U.S. that is the lowest of any industrializedcountry, these poolsof funds
take on even biggerimportance. An article in the SundayLA. Times indicatedthat in
America we save about 4% of our personalincome. In Japan, it's about 18%. In
Germany, the savingsrate is 14%. SOthe poolsof pensionfunds take on even
bigger importance.

I think another reasonthat we actuarieswant to keep up to speed with potential
developments in someof the legalareashas to do with the fact that we have a new
presidentialadministration. There are proposalsthat could be consideredin the wake
of both our largedeficits and the fact that we have a new administrationthat seems
like it's going to be somewhat more proactive on many fronts than the Republican
administrationsof the past 12 years.

Our first speaker is David Heap. He's an attorney with the Phoenixoffice of the
Wyatt Company. He has had 14 years of practice in employee benefit law. David
receivedboth his undergraduateand his law degreefrom BrighamYoung University.

MR. DAVID N. HEAP: As you know, the figuresthat have been kicked around
recently say there are about $3 trillion invested in publicand private pensionfunds.
That's a sizeablepiggy bank. There's a large temptation for the government or others
to tax, spend, or directthe use of pensionmonies,or to direct them for politically or
socially "correct" ends. To someextent those two different policiesof taxing

* Mr. Ganz, not a member of the sponsoringorganizations,is Director,Pension
& Welfare Benefit Administration, at the U.S. Department of Labor in Los
Angeles, California.

Mr. Heap, not a member of the sponsoringorganizations, is Consultant at The
Wyatt Company in Phoenix, Arizona.
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pensions or directing their investment to social or political ends contradict each other.
I'll discuss some of those conflicts later.

I'm going to discusscurrent law in the areas of taxation of pensionfunds, social
investing and current policy and legislative initiatives.

I think all of us are aware of proposals the last couple of years to completely end the
tax-favored status of retirement plans. This can occur by taxing beneficiariesdirectly
on the value of their accruals or by directly taxing the pension trust. Taxation could
occur as the pension trust receives contributions or on eamings when they are
earned. Some of us may not be aware that pension trusts are already subject to
limited forms of taxation in the areas of unrelated business taxable income (UBTI) and
unrelated debt financed income (UDFI).

We typically don't see UBTI or UDFI for large plans because their sophisticated
structure of investments avoids UBTI or UDFI entirely. Many small plans may not be
that sophisticated and some are so unsophisticated they don't even realize that many
of their investments raise UBTI or UDFI issues. So they don't report it or even look at
the issue.

Finally, most of us on the actuarial or consulting side try to avoid involvement on the
investment side. Therefore, we may not address UBTI or UDFI issues.

What are the elements of UBTI? First, there has to be a trade or lousiness: an
activity that produces income from the sale of goods or services. For example,
contributions to a charity or contributions to a pension fund would not be considered
unrelated business taxable income because those contributions don't produce income
from sales or performance of services.

Second, the trade or business has to be regularly carried on. It's not enough to have
an occasional bake sale. But if you have a bake sale every day of the week, it might
be a trade or business. That goes for pension funds, too. If a pension fund has a
bake sale every day to raise additional monies, it may have UBTI.

Finally, the trade or business, in order to be subject to UBTI, must not be substantially
related to an exempt purpose. An example would be tax-exempt hospitals. Even
though hospitals get income from medical services that they provide and goods that
they sell, because that income is related to their exempt purpose, it is not UBTI.
Conversely, a tax-exempt orchestra can receive income from its performances and
ticket sales and be subject to UBTI.

However, the product of income itself, the courts have held, may not be sufficiently
related to any organizations exempt purpose to avoid UBTI. So if a pension fund
goes into the macaroni business claiming it's related to its exempt purpose because it

is going to make lots of money, it is not substantially related to its exempt purpose.

There are certain exceptions to UBTI and those go back to the history behind
unrelated business taxable income. It actually does come from a famous macaroni
case. There was a macaroni company owned by New York University. All of its
profits were paid to NYU. SOits argument was that its income was completely tax
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exempt because such income was being paid directly to NYU. The courts agreed
with NYU based on whet was then called the destination of income theory.

A lot of taxable employers were not very happy about that decision, It's faidy tough
to compete with a company that doesn't have to pay any taxes. A company that
doesn't have to pay any taxes can reduce the rates that it charges and still make a
hefty profit. It makes life somewhat difficult for taxable employers. So the rules on
unrelated business taxable income all derive from this notion of unfair competition.
The thought is that in the area of passive income, that's not a matter of fair or unfair
competition. So the definition of UBTI excludes passive income like dividends, inter-
ests, royalties and the like.

One exception to that, however, is that if the interest, royalties or rental income come
from a controlled organization, say a subsidiary or an affiliate of the tax-exempt entity,
then they are subject to UBTL Gains or losses on sales of property are exempt from
UBTI. Again, there is this theory about passive-type income. It's not active, fair or
unfair competition. The exception is inventory or property held for sale in the ordinary
course of business.

There are a number of other exceptions, that generally have no application to pension
plans. There's an exception for bingo. There aren't very many pension plans that
raise funds that way. There are trade shows and voluntary labor for charity. There
aren't very many pension plans that receive free labor from their employees or from
the employees of the employers.

Plans more typically run into UBTI issues in the area of partnerships. There aren't
many plans that produce macaroni. But there may be some pension plans that are
partners, limited partners or even general partners in certain trades or businesses. If
the unreleted business relates to the purpose of the exempt organization, then it is not
UBTI. If it does not relate to the exempt purpose of the organization, than it is UBTI.
Also, in Section 513 of the Internal Revenue Code, there's an automatic UBTI rule for
publicly traded partnerships. This is something of which I think some plans are
unaware. They go out on an exchange and buy some publicly traded limited partner-
ship interests and may get blinded by the fact that it is subject to tax.

Releted to UBTI is UDFI. UBTI comes from a macaroni case. UDFI comes from a

sawmill case - the Clay Brown case. It is sometimes referred to as the charitable
boot strap. In the Clay Brown case, a sawmill was sold to an exempt organization.
The exempt organization then leased the sawmill back to the people who had sold
the sawmill to them. The "rent," that the lessees paid to the exempt organization
happened to equal 80% of the profits of their organization. In turn, the exempt
organization said, "We will pay you for this sawmill, by giving you 90% of the rates,
or of the rents that you pay us." So in effect the exempt organization was able to
use its tax exemption to boot strap into the purchase of this sawmill operation.

Congress was concerned about the shift of productive property into the exempt
sector because exempt organizations could artificially lower their price using their
exemption. There was concern about the way that would skew pricing and its effect
on competition. So the way Congress dealt with that was it established the
Unrelated Debt Financed Income (UDFI). UDFI is equal to the income less deductions
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that are in the same proportion as the indebtedness is to the basis of the property.
For example, let's suppose that the Clay Brown sawmill was sold. The company, or
the exempt organization, had to borrow $5 million to pay for the $10 million purchase
price of this sawmill. Five million dollars of $10 million is equal to one half. So the
exempt organization would have unrelated debt financed income in the amount of one
half of the income derived from the property purchased from the sawmill, less the
deductions that are directly connected with that purchase.

There are some special rules about acquisition indebtedness. First you look at and
find out what the top part of that fraction is. You look at the averageof the acquisi-
tion indebtedness on the first day of each month. This avoids somebody paying
down all the debt on December 31 and saying, well we don't have any acquisition
indebtedness this year; therefore, there is no unrelated debt financed income. You
take the average of the acquisition indebtedness on the first day of each month.
Acquisition indebtedness is debt that's incurred either at the time of or before or after
the purchase of the property that is incurred in order to purchase the property. It's
sometimes called the "but for" test: but for the purchase of the property the debt
would not have been incurred.

Here's an example that would not pass the "but for" test. Suppose a church has a
portfolio of securities and then goes out and borrows money to build another chapel.
That money was not incurred in order to purchase the securities. It already owned
the securities. It was incurred in order to build the other chapel. So even though
there is a debt on the books of the church in that case, it's not directly and causally
related to the purchase of the securities. There's no unrelated debt financed income
with respect to the securities.

The same rule applies if an exempt organization, including a pension plan, purchases
property that's subject to a mortgage. That is deemed to be an acquisition indebted-
ness and would or could subject the plan to unrelated debt financed income.

The average adjusted base is the bottom part of that fraction. In this case, Congress
felt, and I think appropriately so, that there is less room to maneuver or manipulate
the system. Therefore you look at the adjusted bases on the first and the last day of
the year and you take the average of the two. The sorts of deductions that one can
take against unrelated debt financed income must be a directly connected, approxi-
mate and causal relationship. One must use straight-line depreciation. You can't use
accelerated depreciation in the manner that a taxable entity could use it.

Some special rules. In the case of a sale of property, one looks at the average
acquisition indebtedness for the 12 months preceding the sale. If you're looking at
the income from the property you look at the average on the first day of the month
during the taxable year. BUt if there's a sale, you look at the 12 months immediately
preceding the sale date. The reason for that was, they were concerned that some-
one would pay down the debt on December 31 and then a month or so later sell the
property, and say, well I don't have any unrelated debt financed income as to the sale
price that I received because the average acquisition indebtedness for the whole
taxable year was zero. That is why you look at the 12 preceding months.
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There are specialrulesif the price is indeterminate. One looksat the fair-market value
and makes certain adjustmentsif the property that is debt financed is substantially
relatad to the exempt purpose. Forexample, if a collegebuildsa buildingthat is used
principallyfor classesor other kindsof collegework, but it rents out some space, but
not an appreciableamount, then that would not be consideredunrelataddebt
financed income.

The most importantpart for pensionplans is the realestate exceptionto UBTI. The
Clintonadministrationhas proposedsome tax changes. There is an exceptionfor
qualifiedplansand educationalorganizationsfrom unrelateddebt financed income for
real estate. In order to fit within that exception, there are a number of requirements
that may soundfamiliarbecausethey tieback to that Clay Brown case. Recallthat
the purchaseprice and the rentalwas tied to the income of the property. There really
wasn't a fixed price. In orderfor the real estate exceptionto apply to qualified plans,
the pricemust be fixed. You can't have a pricethat says, we will give a percentage
of whatever income we derive from this property. The debt or the timing of the pay-
ment can't be contingenton the property income. There can't be a sale leaseback.
In the Clay Brown case, the exempt organizationpurchasedthe sawmill and then
leased it back to the same people who sold it, The selleror lesseemust be unrelated
to the plan. For this purpose we look at the parties-in-interestor disqualifiedperson
rules for prohibited transactions. No financing can come from persons related to the
plan or the seller- the kindsof relationshipsthat would trigger prohibitedtransaction
problems.

In the large plan context, five or ten years ago, you'd have taxable entities and
nontaxableendties in the same partnership. The loss from a partnershipisn't worth
very much to an exempt organization if it isn't paying any taxes. But it is worth
something to a taxable organization. So the tax-exempt entity would agree to
allocate most of the lossesto the taxable partner. The taxable partner would in turn
allocate the gainsand the profits to the tax-exempt organization. It was justifiably felt
that this was a manipulationof the system. So this disproportionateallocation rule
and qualifiedallocation make sure that the allocationsof lossesand income to both
the taxable and nontaxable partnersreach certain proportions.

Internal RevenueCode Section501 (c)(25) and 501(c)(2) organizationsare called title
holding companies which are tax exempt. They hold the titled property which may
be an office buildingor a piece of land someplace. Under today's environmental
laws, you can buy property for $10,000, and end up having to pay $1 millionif it
turns out there's a toxic waste dump underneath it. So you may end with a greater
liabilitythan you actually started with. To avoid that potentialrisk, some exempt
organizationswill set up a corporationto hold title to some of these properties,
Therefore, those exempt organizationsmight not be subject to any liabilitiesthat come
from holding that property.

PresidentClintonhas proposedsome adjustments to the rules for UBTI and UDFI,
First, he's proposedto relax the sale lease-backrestriction,which would allow a lease
back of up to 25% of the debt that's financed income. So if you have an office
buildingand you want to leaseback up to 25% of the office space to the seller, that
would be all right if Congressenacts and the Presidentsignslegislationthat he has
proposed. It must be on commerciallyreasonableterms. It would also allow seller
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financing on commercially reasonableterms. But in the case of seller financing, there
would not be relaxationof the requirement. The salesprice has to be fixed. The
debt time or the payment can't be contingent upon the receiptof income from the
property. PresidentClintonhas proposedto relax the fixed salespriceand participat-
ing loan restrictionsfor certain real propertythat's requiredfor financialinstitutions.
He also has proposedto repealthe automatic unrelated businesstaxable income rule
for publiclytraded partnerships. So, if you go out on the market to buy a publicly
traded partnershipand that partnershipis related to the purposeof the organization,
then one couldescape the unrelatedbusinesstaxable income.

There are a number of other proposals. In the area of InternalRevenue Code
Sections 501 (c)(2) and 501 (c)(25) title holdingcompanies,the IRShas taken the
positionthat if either of these entitieshave any unrelated businesstaxable income (for
example, runningvending machines,or a parkinggarage), then the 501(c)(2) and
501 (c)(25) companieswould lose their tax-exempt status. The Presidenthas
proposed to allow a diminimus amount of up to 10% of the income of those
organizations to be from unrelated business taxable income without losing their
exemption. Last year, all of these proposals were part of HR11, the bill that was
passed by the House and the Senate and then vetoed by the President. There were
some other things included in HR11 that the President has not reproposed. I don't
know whether Congress is going to include those again.

One of the things that Congress passed last year was that for certain large
partnerships, I believe it was of 35 or more partners, that one didn't need to meet
these six requirements I went through in order to meet the real estate exception.

How much money is actually foregone by Congress as a result of the tax-favored
status of pension plans? The Congressional Budget Office has defined it as the
income that's not being taxed currently, the value of the deduction and the value of
the earnings of pension trusts. Then you subtract from that the taxes that are
currently paid by retirement beneficiaries. There has been much challenge to this ap-
proach. One alternative definition is to take the present value of the taxes that active
participants in plans will pay eventually when they actually retire, and subtract that
from the current value of the taxes that are being foregone by Congress and that
would give the value of the expenditure. Those amounts range anywhere from $20-
60 billion. It's a substantial amount.

The other thing that critics of the tax-favored status of pension plans have pointed
out is the fact that only about half of all employees in the country are covered by
pension plans. That portion has declined. Some of us might say that some of it
results from the loss of the tax-favored status over the past few years as Congress
and the regulatory agencies have increased the compliance and the administrative
costs which has led to termination of a number of plans and a reduction in coverage.
The critics, including Alicia Munnell, say that we're paying all this money out via a tax
expenditure and we're only covering about half the people. Most of those people
tend to be higher income people.

Alicia Munnell has been nominated to become the assistant secretary of economic
policy in the Treasury Department. As far as I know she hasn't been confirmed yet.
Her proposal is to put a 15% tax on all contributions to pension plans and all
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earnings. That tax would not be paid by the employer and the employees, but would
be paid by the trust directly. She also said that at the time this is adopted, all $3
trillion of existing pension assets would be subject to a 15% tax. I think that's $450
billion. At that time all plans would be permitted to make a reduction in their benefit
levels by 15%. So the defined-benefit (DB) plan sponsors could say, "We're going to
reduce your DB pay out by 15% because we just had to pay 15% to the govern-
ment." Then there would be an adjustment at the time that the pensions were
actually paid.

Someone who's in a low tax bracket might actually receive a subsidy from the
government. Others who might be in the 28% tax bracket might have to pay a
surcharge to recognize that they should have been paying at a 28% rate rather than
at a 15% rate that the plan has already paid.

Alicia Munnell points to New Zealand, Australia and Sweden as three countries that
have already adopted similar type proposals. In New Zealand, a pension plan or trust
pays a fiat 33% tax on contributions and earnings. When those amounts are paid
out, there is no tax paid by the participant. In Australia, adjustments are made to
income to account for capital gains and inflation as well as various other adjustments.
Then, a flat 15% tax is imposed on the trust earnings as adjusted. When the
amounts are paid out, people can take a credit equal to the 15% that's already paid.
If I'm in a 25% tax bracket, and I get my pension, I get a 10% tax on it. That may
not be entirely accurate. But that's the concept.

In Sweden taxes are normally 30% at the federal level, but there are also local taxes.
Sweden imposes a 10-15% tax on trust earnings and a tax on the pay out of
pensions.

The U.S. Congressional Budget Office each year produces a thick volume called
Reducing the Deficit, Spending and Revenue Options, which some might say is
equivalent to spitting in the wind if you look at some of those proposals. Among
those deficit alternatives are reducing the defined-benefit portion of the Code Section
415 limit to the taxable wage base as well as making an equivalent proportionate
reduction in the defined-contdbution dollar limit, currently $30,000. That would raise
revenue by almost $15 billion over five years. They point out that dropping the
401(k) and 403(b) limit to $4,000 would bring in $3 billion of revenue. A 5% tax on
investment earnings would bring in $45 billion over five years. They don't discuss
Alicia Munnell's proposal of imposing an immediate tax on all pension assets although
that has to be tempting to them.

The General Accounting Office, also an arm of the U.S. Congress, published a book a
couple of years ago on the effects of changing the tax treatment of fringe benefits,
which was a basically balanced report. They talk about some alternatives that are
less Draconian than taxing pension plans directly. One possibility considered would be
to impose a 0.5% security transfer excise tax across the board, including pension
plans. Another proposal, introduced by Senators Dole and Kassebaum a couple of
years ago, would impose a 10% short-term tax on capital gains where the asset
would be held for less than 30 days. A 5% tax on assets would apply on assets
held for less than six months but more than 30 days. They talk about limitations on
deductions by employers. In other words, rather than Alicia Munnell's proposal to tax
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the trust fund directly, the Guaranteed Insurability Option (GIO) says, another
alternative would be to simply disallow a portion of the deduction by the employer.
They also discuss the possibility of adding an additional premature distribution excise
tax.

None of these proposals, at least as of a couple of weeks ago, have been introduced
into Congress this year. The only "live" proposal, apart from the UBTI and UDFI
changes, would be to drop the Section 401 (a)(17) ceiling to $150,000. Presumably
that would apply to the 404 limit on deductions as well as to the 401 (a)(17) limit you
can take into account in determining allocations and applying formulas.

There are a lot of proposals being kicked around out there. There doesn't seem to be
a lot of support for the extreme proposals that directly tax pension plans. But the
fact that there is so much discussion out there means we may be seeing something
along these lines over the next five or ten years.

In the area of social investing, or the "politically correct" use of pension plan assets,
there are a number of proposalsthat have been around for a long time. Some plans,
particularly church plans, may have negative screens; you will not invest in companies
that perform certain kinds of services or sell certain products. Those screens may
apply to environmentally destructive products, munitions, tobacco, alcohol, gambling,
asbestos, nuclear power, antiunion activities or the like. So the plan says, we'll take
the entire universe but we will not invest in that type of company for this relatively
narrow segment. South Africa was one of the big ones that plans, particularly public
plans, refused to invest in.

There are also positive screens. Plans may want to principally invest in certain kinds
of "do-good" companies: environmental, Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO),
product safety, or any of a number of different kinds of areas. Some of these are
often referred to as green funds. There are a number of mutual funds now that have
positive or negative screens that we as individual investors can invest in or the plans
can elect to invest in.

Other kinds of social investing would include direct investing. Oftentimes unions will
directly or indirectly try to assure that union plans are invested in union labor-type
projects, or even in housing-type funds that may generate more work for union
laborers. State funds will often do the same kind of thing. I believe the California
Public Employees Retirement System (CALPERS)has a housing-type investment in
which a sizable portion of its investment helps with housing. State funds will often
direct investment of their pension plans into organizations that operate within the
state. Some funds may engage an activist investing to buy or buy shares of certain
companies in order to make shareholder proposals. CALPERSand a number of other
state funds are examples of funds that introduce proposals not just to enhance
returns of companies, but also to have companies operate in a more socially correct,
or what is perceived as a more socially correct way.

The law does have some application here. The Employee Retirement Income Security
Act of 1974 (ERISA)requires that trustees have a duty of loyalty and a duty of
prudence. The analysis in the case of Blankenship vs. Boyle, which is a pre-ERISA
case, would probably carry over. A union had to put some noninterest bearing
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money in a union-ownedbank. It also investedin a publicutilityin order to press that
utility into buying union-minedcoal. The court felt that it was a straightforward
example of self dealing andoverturned that type of direct socialinvesting.

On the other side, in Whither vs. Teachers"Retirement System, the Teachers'
Retirement Ran boughtsome bonds from New York City. This was at a time when
New York City was on the ropes andthe argumentwas that the biggestasset of the
Teachers' plan was the city's future liabilityto contributeto the plan. If the city went
belly up, how are they going to get any money inthe plan? Therefore, it was within
the interest of the employeesthat benefitedfrom the plan to make those investments
within a city; the decisionwas upheld. Those are two differentextremes.

David Ganz tellsme there isn't a lot of activityby the Department of Labor or in the
courts about social investingon the negativeor positivescreen except in extreme
cases,

lan Lanoff stated what I think is stillthe Labor Department's position. He said,
"Analysis of these ERISA standardsleadsto the inescapableconclusionthat any plan
which for so-calledsocial purposesexcludesinvestment possibilitieswithout consider-
ation of their economicand financialmerit, is showing insufficientcare for and loyalty
to individualscovered by the plans. Fiduciariesfollowing such a course would, in my
view, be acting in their peril."

Now he also adds that if the sociallybeneficialinvestment meets objective investment
criteria which are appropriateto the goalsof the portfolio,it may be consideredin the
same manner as other investmentsthat meet these criteria. In other words, what the
pensionplan fiduciaryneedsto determineis not whether it is sociallygood or bad, but
first whether the proposedinvestmentwill serve the plan's participantsand
beneficiaries. So if you have two potentialinvestments that are basicallyequal in
terms of their risk and return, then it appearsto be permissibleto favor the one that is
the sociallypreferabletype investment.

Similarly, it would be permissiblein a 404(c) plan to offer green funds and let the
participantsdecide if they want to invest inthem. A couple of months ago, the
infrastructure investment committee made a proposalthat is stillpending,to set up a
government which would issuegovemment insuredsecuritiesthat plansmight be
able to invest in. These securitiesor these monieswould be used to build highways
and make other infrastructurebuildings.

The ERISA advisory committee alsoa few months ago asked the Department of
Labor to create some standardsto measureeconomicallytargeted investments (ETI) -
the new term for socialinvestment.

A couple of years ago, there were legislativeproposalsto have employees represented
on the boardsthat ran pension plans. If that's ever adopted it couldlead to
employees as members on thoseboardsdirectinginvestments into socially appropriate
or politicallyappropriateends.

Finally,there is a proposal that's not yet introducedin Congressthat would allow
investments in infrastructure,after-taxcontributions,to the pensionplan, on a
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tax-favored basis. Those after-tax investments must be invested in approved
infrastnJcture or other progrowth-type investments. There would be looser nondis-
crimination rules applied to my after-tax investment in the plan. Also, I wouldn't have
to pay any taxes when that benefit was eventually paid. That proposal has not been
proposed formally at least as of a couple of days ago, but we may be seeing some-
thing along those lines.

MR. ROEDER: Alicia Munnell's 15% tax on pension contributions shouldn't surprise
anybody who heard her at the Society of Actuaries meeting in the late 1970s in
Dearborn, Michigan.

I was kind of musing about one of the many interesting points in David's conver-
sation. He talked about social investing, particularly in California during our hard
times, which has become a greater issue in the public funds. I don't think it's so
much an issue in the private sector. But David, you'd mentioned that social investing
is now called economically targeted investing. I was just musing. It seems to be a
very American thing if there's some kind of connotation with a term that you don't
like, you just change it. For example, we used to have janitors, and now we have
maintenance engineers. There's no such thing as a used car anymore, it's called a
preowned automobile.

Our second speaker, David Ganz, is a gentleman I've had the pleasure of inviting to
speak for another group, the Western Pension Conference. David has been with the
Department of Labor since 1969. He's been in L.A. for four or five years and he's
been very involved with the ERISA program since 1976. He has a very strong
economics background. He received his bachelor's degree at George Washington
Universityand his master's degree at American University. We will talk about some
of the complianceissuesand what the Department of Labor is or isn't doing.

MR. DAVID C. GANZ: My presentation is going to cover ERISAenforcement and is
going to reflect my own views and shouldnot be taken as a statement of official
positionby the Department of Labor. I'm the area director of the LosAngeles office
of pensionand welfare benefits administration. We enforce the fiduciary provisionsof
ERISA. First, I'll talk about it in terms of pension investment.

Second, I will also talk about the legal framework concerning our enforcement. Third,
I'm going to talk about our overall enforcement strategy. Fourth, I'm going to talk
about some new developments, particularly the case of Hewitt Associates, which
concerns the monetary liability of an actuarial firm, with respect to ERISAfiduciary
breaches. I thought that might be of some interest to this group.

Our agency shares responsibilitywith the IRSfor administration of Title One of ERISA.
Pensionand Welfare Benefits Association (PWBA), my agency, is primarily responsible
for the reporting and disclosure and the fiduciary provisions of Title One of ERISA.

What you may not be as aware of is that we are also granted authority by the 1984
Crime Control Act to enforce the criminal provisions of ERISA and also criminal
statutes, particularly T'_le 18 of the criminal code. We spend about one-fifth of our
time doing criminal cases now, which is a big change from a number of years ago.
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Our agency has a staff of about 560 for the whole country. Some 350 are in field
offices such as the Los Angeles office involved in ERISAenforcement. In contrast,
the key IRSdistrict in Los Angeles alone has that many people for employee plans
and exempt organizations.

In terms of the legal framework of ERISA, requirements apply primarily to fiduciaries.
There are two ways to be a fiduciary. One is to be named as a fiduciary. The other
is to cam/out the functions of a fiduciary. Fiduciary functions involve exercising
discretionary authority with respect to the funds or the operations of a plan or giving
investment advice to a plan. An issue of substantial controversy now is whether
ERISA applies to nonfiduciaries who participated in a fiduciary breach. I'll talk about
that later.

The department's position and the government's position was most recently articu-
lated in an amicus bdef in a case involving Hewitt Associates, a national consulting
and actuarial firm, that knowing participants do have liability under ERISA. (Editor's
note: In May 1993, Hewitt's position, maintaining that ERISA did not allow employ-
ees to go after nonfiduciafies, was upheld by a five to four vote of the Supreme
Court.)

ERISA requires that employee benefit plan assets be held in trust. There are two
basic types of fiduciary requirements. They're the affirmative requirements of Section
404. They include acting solely in the interest of participants and beneficiaries, the
prudent man rule, employer diversification and abiding by plan provisions. Most of
the leading ERISA prudence cases deal with plan investment decisions. The ERISA
prudent man rule (it's outdated gender reference is probably more correctly
characterized as a prudent expert standard) has been derived from a common law of
trust. Now prudence is a flexible standard designed to recognize particular standards
involved in an investment decision.

The way that we look at prudence is primarily from an enforcement perspective. Do
plan fiduciaries employ the appropriate methods to consider the merits, structure, and
ongoing monitoring investments?

Numerous cases have emphasized the primacy of careful investigation and ongoing
review of the investment as being at the core of the duty of prudence. When we
look at an investment decision with respectto prudence, from a practical standpoint,
the first thing that we're lookingat is whether there'sbeen a loss. If plan fiduciaries
have acted imprudently and there has been no loss, there's no realretroactive remedy
for us to affect. We may try to bring about some prospectiverelief, but it's not
worth the government's time, andthe courts would be very impatient with us if we
tried to bring such issues before them. So from a practicalstandpointwe look for a
loss. Then where there is a loss, we scrutinizethe processof the investment. We
and the courts decide if the prudencestandard appliesto the fiduciary's conduct at
the time of investment - not whether there's been a successor failurewith respect
to the investment.

So there can be two comparable investments both of which had sizable losses but
one set of fiduciariesmight have engaged in what we would characterizeas a
prudent process. Perhaps they had a generalinvestment approachthat they were
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trying to follow, or that they carefully researched, or they hired appropriate parties, or
sought out appropriate parties to investigate that investment. Maybe they monitored
that investment but they lost their shirt. We would not bring a prudence case.
However, if those parties had made the same investment without engaging in that
type of process, we would bring the prudence case.

The next type of standard that applies very much to investments is diversification.
We have a ton of those cases right now in Arizona where a number of years ago
everybody considered themselves a real estate expert. If the President would ask my
view as to how to change ERISA, I'd put in a prohibition against pension plan
investing in limited real estate partnerships.

Diversification cannot be stated as a fixed percentage of assets the way ERISA is
written and the way it's been upheld by the courts. But it really depends on the facts
and circumstances at the time. That's what we look to. We look to the common-
ality of the investments and the degree to which they're affected by the same
economic conditions.

The other type of standards in ERISAare the prohibited transaction provisions. These
include specific prohibitions against transactions with parties-in-interest as well as
provisions concerning self dealing by fiduciaries. Now, in a practical sense, most of
our cases involving prohibited transactions involve self-dealing. I imagine you might
have heard a lot of discussion about how plans inadvertently engaged in nonabusive
transactions with parties that are in some obscure way related to the plan and thus
classified as parties of interest.

We do not have very many of those cases. I can think of only one case in the four-
and-half years I've been in Los Angeles that might broach on that. Generally the plan
is engaging in a transaction where they're trying to benefit somebody related to the
plan sponsor in some manner. We had a fairly good case against Creative Artists
Association, which is one of the leading talent agencies in Hollywood. They represent
Magic Johnson, Robert Redford, Meryl Streep, and others. The principals of the firm
were able to purchase a piece of property that was substantially undervalued. They
set up limited partnerships where the plan contributed the money to get a decent
fixed return. Then, the general partners, who were fiduciaries of that plan and two
other plans, would benefit from the appreciation. They hired an ERISAlawyer. It
turned out that the fiduciaries owned 49% of the partnerships. You need 50% for
the partnership to be a party-in-interest. They also hired an independent fiduciary to
make the decision, so it wouldn't look as if a fiduciary was acting in his or her own
interest. However, they forgot about 406(A)(1)(D) which says that a fiduciary shall
not use plan assets for the benefit of parties-in-interests.

The point I'm trying to say is that parties and fiduciaries can create these convoluted
schemes to benefit themselves. But ERISA is great enough and complex enough that
if fiduciaries act in their own interest, we'll find some basis to seek a remedy under
the prohibited transaction provisions.

Prohibited transaction provisions are very legal and very specific in nature. What we
look to and what I suggest fiduciaries look to is just a basic smell test. If you pass
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that test, then chances are you're not going to have great difficulty with those
provisions.

The other set of provisions that we administer are the criminal sections. There are
three criminal provisions of ERISA. One is against convicted felons serving as
fiduciaries. The second one is willful violations of the reporting and disclosure
requirements of ERISA. The third has to do with coercive interference with
participants.

As I mentioned earlier we also have authority under Title 18 of the Criminal Code.
Most of our cases are under "F_le18. There are three applicable provisions. There
also is Section 664, which is embezzlement or conversions from employee benefit
plans. This is sort of a technical issue, but it really comes into bear. It's not only
plan assets,but it's assets related to an employee benefit plan which is much
broader. If you look at the languageof Section664 of the CriminalCode, it parallels
in many ways Section4016(13)(1) of ERISAagainst self-dealing.

So, if we find some type of self-deelingalong with the badgesof fraud, and that
would be some type of concealment or some type of flagrantenrichment, we will go
to the U.S. Attomey. This year, we've had two guilty pleason casesthat a number
of years ago may have just been run-of-the-miUcivilcases. But in these cases we've
found concealment. In beth cases, the culpritsare servinga minimum of 18 months
in jail - which is good time for a white collarcrime.

There also are criminal provisionsof Section 1027 of Title 18 - false reporting and
Section 1954, relatingto kickbacks. The reason for our greateremphasisin this
regardstems in largepart from the savingsand loan scandal and the scrutiny our
agency has received from the Congress. The Congress'view has been that civil
remedies are not harsh enough, and the department ought to proceedwith criminal
sanctions. That's what we've been doing.

So that's a realthumbnail sketch of the legal framework that we administer. I want
to next touch on our overall strategy?Ourgeneral strategy is determined by the
universethat we cover.

ERISA, as you may know, covers one millionpensionplansas well as four-and-a-half
millionother employeebenet"_plans. The pension plansalone have $2 trillionin
assets. Now, our goal is how do we safeguardthat vast universewith a total staff
of 560 people? That's the issuewith which we needto deal. That's addressedin a
document calledthe ERISA Strategy ImplementationRan which establishesour
enforcement strategy.

Now, our approachisto utilize our resourceswhere they'll have the greatest impact.
We do not conduct audits. We conduct investigations. If we were to go about
conductingrandom audits every year, we'd get to every plan every 100 years. So
we go where we think there's reasonto believethere is a violation.

Supposeone of your clientsis being investigatedby us. There is generally a specific
reason for us being there, but we won't tell you what the reason is. We generallygo
in because we're lookingfor somethingthat we either spot-tadinthe financial report
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or 5500 series tax filings, which is our most common way of initiating an investiga-
tion. We may have received a complaint. So we try to target our investigations
where we're most likely to find violations and where we're most likely to correct
major breeches.

To focus our resources, we concentrate on two significant issues of abuse by service
providers to plans which includes actuarial firms as well as abuses by financial
institutions.

That's our general strategy. We emphasize civil litigation and we're giving more
emphasis to criminal cases. In terms of recent developments I'd like to talk a little bit
about the concept of knowing participation. The department's view had been that
traditional trust law provides the basis on which nonfiduciaries who participate in a
fiduciary breech can be held liable financially for that breech.

There was a case out of the Ninth Circuit, here in California, which addressed that
issue. The case concerned a law firm which allegedly failed to collect delinquent
contributions and accepted payments for services not performed. There were a
number of issues. BUt one of the issues concemed whether nonfiduciaries who had

knowingly participated in a breech can be held liable for monetary damages?

Now there is a case where the court held that Congress intended for ERISAto
embody the law of trusts, which provides for relief against nonfiduciaries. Now,
many courts adopted the foreign reasoning. The Ninth Circuit disagreed and held that
Congress provided an ERISASection 409(a) relief against only fiduciaries. The Circuit
Court held that there was no basis for extending relief beyond the plain reading of the
statute.

That same issue is now before the Supreme Court and will be decided this session.
It concems the Mertens vs. Hewitt Associates case. Former employees of Kaiser
Steel are suing an actuarial firm, Hewitt Associates, for using improper actuarial
assumptions, which resulted in the plan being underfunded and unable to meet
benefit obligations. The district and circuit courts also out of the Ninth Circuit, held
that Hewitt was not a fiduciary because professionalserviceproviders are not
fiduciaries when they carry out their normal duties.

The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (OBRA)amended ERISAto include Section
502(I), which calls for penalties against the breaching fiduciaries. OBRA said that
those penalties also apply to knowing participants. The Ninth Circuit recognized that
in Mertens vs. Hewitt, but pointed out first that applied only to the Department of
Labor and not to other parties bringing suit. Second, Congress considered it an
outright repeal of the preexisting statute and decided not to allow it.

The Department of Labor in an amicus brief argues that relief against knowing
participants was available in traditional trust law, which is not preempted by ERISA.
The brief states that Congress did not intend to curtail and ERISAshould not curtail
the traditional remedies available in trust law.

Oral arguments were held before the Supreme Court on February 22, 1993. Ques-
tions by the justices were skeptical regarding the plaintiffs' position and the one on
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which the department filed an amicus brief. So we'll see what the Supreme Court
decides. I would expect that if the court does not support the knowing participation
theory, there will be some effort to make that change by law in the Congress.

I'll finish up here and touch on social investing, or economically targeted investments.
David covered that very well. The one item I would add is that Secretary Rush,the
new Secretary of Labor, has spoken out on that issue, particularlyin terms of the
recommendations of the bipartisancommission on infrastructureinvestment. The
Secretary's comments have been just alongthe linesof departmentalpolicy going
back to the statement from lan Lanoff that David quoted. That is, the foremost
considerationin the investment of pensionplan assetshas to be the return for the risk
involved. However, that does not precludeconsidering,on a secondarybasis,
ancillaryconsiderationssuch as the economicimpact on an area or the country of
that investment.

MR. ROEDER: My first questionrelatesto a questionthat those who are pension or
health actuarialconsultantshave: If, hypothetically,I were the actuary for Hewitt,
and after the legalcourse has run its gambit, my professionalfirm is found to be
guilty of a fiduciarybreech, would I, as an individualactuary, be liableor would they
just limit their sightson the consultingfirm?

MR. GANZ: We would generally name the firm. We presume the individuals are
acting on behalf of the firm. At least in the cases I'm familiarwith we name the firm.
However, if the actuary has engaged in something that we would considerto be a
criminal violation, then we'd go after that person individually.

MR. ROEDER: There has been an ongoing battle in the courts. I think it's been more
of an issue with the Internal Revenue Service than the Department of Labor. There
was some recent activity in one of the circuit courts in February. I think it may have
been the Fifth Circuit. The case dealt with meeting the minimum funding standards in
a defined-benefit plan. The first issue was, if you contribute property to a defined-
benefit plan (actually there are two different issues involved), are you actually satisfy-
ing minimum funding standards under Intemal Revenue Code Section 412? The
second issue was, have you engaged in a prohibited transaction? The argument was
that there might be some cash-flow considerations such that you didn't want to make
a cash contribution to the plan and instead wanted to contribute some property, that
could be a form of self dealing. It could be viewed that you're helpingout the plan
sponsor, which was never the expressedintent of a plan underCode Section 401 (a).
The Circuit Court ruling,as I understandit, was that the contribution of unencum-
bered property, as opposed to encumbered property, would be satisfactory in terms
of meeting minimum funding standards. Do either of you have any comments?

MR. HEAP: As far as I know the Supreme Court hasn't issued its decisionin that
case. There were two circuit court decisions. One by the Fourth Circuit Court and
one by the Fifth Circuit Court. They directly conflicted with each other. One of them
saidthat it adopted the IRS positionthat a propertycontributionwas a prohibited
transaction. The other rejectedthe position. I think the Fourth Circuit was the first
one the Supreme Court accepted. Certiorarimeansthat they would decide the case
and then the partiessettled. The Supreme Court accepted certiorari in the other case.
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I think it's a tough issue. It arises not just in the defined-benefit context but also in
the money-purchase context, which also has minimum funding requirements.

It could apply with profIt-sharing plans that have top-heavy required contributions.
That is similar to required funding or required contribution. If property is contributed
to satisfy the top heavy minimum, that would be an issue. Until the Supreme Court
rejects the IRS position if it, in fact, rejects it, I think clients need to know that they
are at risk ff they contribute property in lieu of, or as part of their minimum funding
obligation or top-heavy obligation. To the extent that a plan doesn't have a minimum
funding obligation or top-heavy application, such as in many profit-sharing plans, there
isn't an issue as far as the IRSis concerned.

MR. ROEDER: In the prohibited transaction section, regarding pension plan loans, one
issue comes to mind: the definition of party-in-interest loans. I guess I might direct
this to David Ganz. Why is it permissible for me as a plan sponsor to loan money to
my brother and have that not be considered a party-in-interest transaction, because
he's not a lineal ancestor or descendant. But I can't, as a plan sponsor, loan money
to my mother or my son because that would be a prohibited transaction? I've never
cleady understood the distinction as to why they just narrowed it down to lineal
ancestors and descendants. If you look into your crystal ball, do you see any
potential changes in terms of the scope of persons covered under the party-in-interest
net?

MR. GANZ: Well I've heard a story in that regard; I don't know if it's true or not.
This would involve the lending of plan money. Any transaction with plan assets to
ERISAdefines a party-in-interest as being a lineal descendent but, as Rick just
mentioned, leaves out siblings. The story I've heard is that the Congressional staffer
writing it had a very bad relationship with his brother, and couldn't see why anybody
would want to engage in such a transaction. But I don't know if there's any truth to
it. It's been that way since 1974. I was chief of the legislation division for a while.
We would regularly include a proposal to make that correction. It never seemed to
get anywhere. You know, it's been almost 20 years now. So I don't know when
that's going to change.

FROM THE FLOOR: Those party-in-interest requirements are consistent with the
family aggregation group definition. I think that might unglue your story.

MR. JOSEPH T. FLYNN: Should those doctors that invested in limited partnerships in
the early 1980s have been paying unrelated business tax? They basically put their
money in a limited partnership and they're betting that apartment buildings and other
complexes are going to go up in value and their return is based really on the return,
on the total investment?

MR. HEAP: I guess the reason we haven't confronted this issue much is that hasn't
happened on the limited partners. There hasn't been any income to worry about
UBTI. They call them limited partnershipsfor a reason. It's something they should
have looked at and something they need to look at if those limIted partnerships ever
do return. If there's no debt involved in the limited partnership, then there probably is
not an unrelated business taxable income issue. But most of the limited partnerships
that I see do have a debt involved. There often is seller financing involved which
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would take them out from under the exemption. So that is something they ought to
look at closely if it ever happens that there's income coming from the limited
partnerships.

MR. JOHN W. WOOD, JR.: What developments are taking place in the annuity
purchase area?

MR. GANZ: As you may know the Department of Labor has filed a number of suits
regarding the selection of Executive Life as a provider of annuities by a number of
plans, generally under circumstances where the plans were terminated with excess
assets. The department's legal position is that the only consideration in the case of a
plan terminating with excess assets is to choose the safest annuity that can be
purchased. Any consideration in terms of reducing the cost of the annuity is contrary
to the interest of participants and beneficiaries and, therefore, not lawful.

We filed, I believe, eight or nine suits on that. None of those have been resolved by
the courts yet. We've reached some settlements, but mainly we're waiting to see
what's going to come out of the organization that succeeds Executive Life and to
what degree it is going to be able to honor all of the annuity obligations.

MR. HEAP: The purchase of annuities is a very interesting topic. I've understood the
PBGC position to be that once annuities have been purchased on behalf of partici-
pants, to a large extent, the PBGC is out of the loop in terms of guaranteeing the
pension. So if the economic hard times in certain parts of our country continue, this
annuity issue is not going to go away in terms of both the fiduciary implications and
potential PBGC exposure as well.
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